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Abstract  

 

The origin of inaw is generally still vague. N. G. Munro pointed on the connection of inaw and 

Jōmon dogū and the possible connection of inaw and dogū with human sacrifices. M. M. 

Dobrotvorskii on the base of data collected on the island of Sakhalin stated that inaw are relics 

of human sacrifices and that Ainu used to practiced cannibalism. Chiri Masiho found out that 

Ainu had an experience of disemboweling human bodies. The question of whether inaw and 

dogū are connected with human sacrifices is still open. However, it seems to be very possible 

that inaw originated from dogū. It seems that with the decay of pottery the practice of clay 

figurines was first transformed into wood figurines and then into the carving of inaw.  
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1. Introduction  

 

Inaw is an inseparable item of almost any Ainu ritual and Ainu daily life; usually inaw
1
 are 

wooden sticks with shavings (see fig 1, fig. 2)   

 

 

Fig.1. Inaw during the Sisyamo kamuy nomi  –  pray to the Sisyamo kamuy (the kamuy of 

capelin) that was held in Shiranuka on November 4 2006  

                                                           
1
 In this text all Ainu words are written in modern practical Ainu orthography.  

mailto:aynu@inbox.ru
mailto:tresi_nonno@hotmail.com
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Fig. 2. Inaw cipa – fence with inaw in front of a traditional Ainu house in Nibutani  

 

Fig. 3. Location of Nibutani and Shiranuka (map has been made after Google map screenshot) 
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The word inaw originally is a compound of two morphemes: i “something” and naw “to curl, 

and thus i-naw” means simply “shaved”, “curled”. Inaw is a universal ‘pure’ item that can hold 

and transmit ramat. In the system of Ainu religion inaw is a universal sacrifice, i.e.: a bridge 

between the world of people and the world of kamuy, a bridge through which ramat
2
 can flow 

from the world of kamuy to the world of people (for more details see: Akulov, Nonno 2019). 

 

Inaw is a key for understanding other ritual practices of Ainu, for instance, iyomante – bear 

ritual (this issue will be considered in a special paper).  

 

The origin of inaw is yet pretty vague, however, have been proposed some hypotheses. In the 

current paper we are not going to consider all existing hypotheses, but we are going to expand 

the one that seems the most plausible to us.  

 

2. Inaw and Jōmon dogū 

 

2.1. The ideas spoken out by N. G. Munro 

 

Speaking about inaw N. G. Munro proposes the following: 

 

… I came across positive evidence that many inau are stylized effigies of human beings and 

that they originated as receptacles for ancestral ramat. Whether they were ever substitutes 

for human sacrifice is an open question, but I am disposed to think that some are, at any rate, 

substitutes for the clay figures which occur in sites of the neolithic Ainu (Munro 2011: 28 – 

29).  

 

Munro didn’t elaborate on this idea in a detailed way, but in this passage are expressed all the 

main points of the hypothesis: connection of inaw with Jōmon dogū and inaw connection with 

human sacrifices. (It should be noted that the terms Jōmon
3
 and dogū

4
 were not yet been 

introduced into the scientific circulation when Munro wrote his “Ainu creed and cult”.)  

Also a principal point of this hypothesis is relatedness of modern/historical Ainu with Jōmon 

people that allows building analogies and making connections between certain items of modern 

Ainu culture and certain items of Jōmon culture; this point has been elaborated by Munro in 

“Prehistoric Japan” (for more details see Munro 1908: 661 – 680).  

 

There are, however, two questions regarding the hypothesis proposed by Munro: 

 

1) There is no evidence that ancient or modern Ainu ever practiced human sacrifices.  

 

2) Inaw usually look unlike dogū (see fig. 4).  

 

                                                           
2
 Kamuy is a key concept of Ainu religion; kamuy can be interpreted as “being/thing filled by vital energy ramat 

and that can share it to other beings” (for more details see: Nonno 2015) 
3
 Jōmon 縄文 is a Japanese calque of English term “cord-marked” that describes a characteristic feature of the 

Neolithic pottery of Japanese archipelago, i.e.: the surface of the pottery was usually ornamented by imprints of 

cords, or by ornamentation that looks alike imprints of cords. And the period was named after the pottery. 
4
 Dogū 土偶 is a Japanese calque of English term clay figurine, but this term dogū refers only to the clay figurines 

found in Neolithic layers in the territory of Japan.  
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Fig. 4. Left is a dogū from Shinpukuji shell mound Dogū from Shinpukuji shell mound, Saitama 

prefecture, height 20.5 cm, 2000 – 1000 BCE, right is an inaw (images sources: Shinpukuji 

kaizuka, Curled Prayer Sticks) 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Location of Shinpukuji shell mound (the map has been made after Google maps 

screenshot) 
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2.2. Evidence of human sacrifices/cannibalism in ancient Ainu culture 

 

Despite nobody ever seen any ritual with human sacrifice among Ainu, but there is indirect 

evidence that hints that the practice of human sacrifices could exist among Ainu.  

 

Dobrotvorskii points on the fact that inaw has the following parts: 1) epusis or inaw sapa – the 

head of inaw (the head has etohko – vertex, hairs – inaw sapa-ru, and sometimes also has 

ninkari – earrings); 2) neck – trekuh; 3) hands – tek; 4) torso that has front part – kotor with 

hairs, nusa kotor-ke   and snicks – tohpa which depict incision of abdomen and with short 

shavings kehpa-kehpa – soft parts of the anterior abdominal wall (hontrakisar) turned up and 

down; nikimna or nicinki – legs or stem. Thus, it is possible to conclude that inaw are relics of 

human sacrifices (Dobrotvorskii 1875b: 64 – 65).     

 

An Ainu man named Chivokanke (he was the main informant of M. M. Dobrotvorskii
5
) retelling 

the words of Soya
6
 untara told about Chuvka

7
 untara who secretly (pinofpune) form Japanese in 

forests in the upper reaches of the rivers fried people (Dobrotvorskii 1875b: 62). 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Location of cape Sōya; possible area of Cupka utar is marked by violet (map has been made 

after Bing maps screensot)  

                                                           
5
 Dobrotvorskii (1836 – 1874) was a combat medic of the Imperial Russian army; from 1867 to 1872 he was on the 

island of Sakhalin where in his spare time he studied Ainu and their language. And thus, the materials of 

Dobrotvorskii represent Sakhalin Ainu. He compiled an Ainu-Russian dictionary that was published after his death.  
6
 More correct; Soya utar (a group of Ainu who lived in the island of Hokkaidō near the cape of Sōya.  

7
 Chuvka untara is just a distorted Cupka utar – Ainu of Eastern territories of Hokkaidō and probably of Kuril 

Islands  
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Dobrotvorskii also shows a special device – uray kinige that according to his informant 

Chivokanke was used by Chuvka untara to kill people by asphyxia (fig. 7).  

 

 
 

Fig. 7. A schematic image of uray kinige (image source: Dobrotvorskii 1875b: 58)  

 

This uray kinige consists of two logs and a rope, and this uray kinige alike the device that was 

used by Ainu for killing bears during the Ainu bear feast (fig. 8).  

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Ainu strangle a bear with logs during the bear feast (image source – Iyomante)  
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Another evidence are the following words from the dictionary compiled by Dobrotvorski: 

paysere – meat of lower (back) part of a body of an animals or a human being (Dobrotvorski 

1875a: 244) and pentram – meat of front (upper) part of a body of an animals or a human being 

(Dobrotvorskii 1875a: 248) 

 

Chiri Masiho pointed on a very well elaborated anatomical terminology related to the human 

body. First Chiri supposed that Ainu got their good knowledge of anatomy disemboweling 

animals. With the assistance of Wada Bunjirō he made an autopsy of a dog in order to study 

Ainu anatomical terminology of dog, in particular its throat, and then compare it with 

anatomical terminology related to the human body. However, Chiri could not identify the organ 

named muhcar (muk/muh means “to close” and car means “mouth”/ “entry”) – epiglottis since 

dogs and bears have no such organ. It means that Ainu got such knowledge disemboweling 

human bodies (Spevakovskii 1998: 177 – 178).  

 

Edward Morse excavating the shell mound located in Ōmori (fig. 9) among other items found 

human bones that were broken the same way as bones of animals in order to get bone marrow 

(Sakurai 1967: 35 – 36).  

 

 
 

Fig. 9.Location of Ōmori (the map has been made after Google maps screenshot)  
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2.3. Forms of dogū and forms of inaw  

 

If we compare dogū of fanciful forms with inaw of the most widely spread form (a stick with 

shavings) we hardly can see some resemblances (fig. 3). However, if we compare inaw of more 

anthropomorphic shapes and at dogū of less fanciful forms, we can see more resemblances.     

 

 
 

Fig. 10. A dogū from the Tachiki/Hanawadai shell mound, Ibaraki prefecture, 2000 – 1000 BCE, 

(image source – Yamagata dogū) 
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Fig. 11. The location of Tachiki/Hanawadai shell mound (the map has been made after Google 

map screenshot) 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. A fragmented dogū from Shiizuka shell mound, Ibaraki prefecture, height 9.2 cm, Late  

Jomon (image source: Jōmon jidai dogū) 
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Fig. 13. Location of Shiizuka and Fukuda shell mounds; both shell mounds are located very 

close to each other (map has been made after Google maps screenshot)  

 

 
 

Fig. 14. Niipoho inaw (image source – Arutyunov 1957: 10)  
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In the first half and even in the middle of 20
th

 century Sakhalin Ainu who were not yet seriously 

influenced by Japanese culture and that’s why they maintained their traditional practices of the 

pervious epoch, and among others, they had a practice of niipoho inaw. This niipoho inaw was 

hanged on the wall. Three times a day they smear the mouths of this inaw with food and pray 

about the health of children (Arutynov 1957: 9).  

 

3. Conclusion  

The question of whether inaw and dogū are connected with human sacrifices is still open. 

However, it seems to be very possible that inaw originated from dogū. It seems that with the 

decay of the industry of pottery the practice of clay figurines was first transformed into wood 

figurines and then transformed into the carving of inaw (see fig. 15).  

 

Fig. 15. The transformation from dogū to inaw (image sources: Jōmon jidai dogū; Arutyunov 

1957: 10; Curled Prayer Sticks) 

It is much easier to carve a primitive figurine of a piece of wood than sculpt it of clay and then 

fire it in a bonfire.  
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